
$580
lin.ft.     Stock colors Biscayne &  Island Mist

Grooved Edge. 1”x5.5”     12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths. 
The award-winning next generation of design and
performance, featuring heat-mitigating technology for
our coolest decking yet. Reflects the sun and your sense
of style. Transcend Lineage is engineered to keep your
deck cooler, even on the hottest days.

1”x5.5”    
$375

lin.ft.     1.5”x5.5”  
$590

lin.ft.

Stock colors Saddle & Pebble Grey.  16’ & 20’ lengths.
The perfect pairing of price and minimal maintenance.
Trex Select stands up to both weather and weekend
mishaps alike, thanks to its high-performance shell. It
resists stains and mold better than traditional
composites.

$545
lin.ft.  Stock colors Spiced Rum & Tiki Torch

Grooved Edge 1”x5.5”    12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths. 
Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of
performance. Transcend decking’s deep wood-grain
pattern and luxury colors create a premium, ageless look
that leave other composites in the dust.

$280
lin.ft.  Stock color Toasted Sand.

Grooved Edge 1”x5.5”      12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths.
Enhance decking offers an authentic wood-grain
appearance with the durability of composite and the
affordability of wood. Enhance decking boards are
scalloped, making them as lightweight as lumber—
without the extra work. Long-lasting decking requires
little upkeep.

Trex Month
JUNE IS

SAVE THE DATE!
SATURDAY June 8th  

9am to 1pm
Our Trex experts will be here to show the different types of Trex Decking

available and advantages of using Trex for your project. You can ask
questions and get answers. Pick up Free Trex D ecking samples to help you
decide on the right deck for your home.  We can special order any Trex

product or decking color that we do not stock. Call for pricing. 

Trex & Capital Lumber Reps will be at Mead Clark

Instant
Rebates

*For every $100.00
of Trex® products
purchased from

Mead Clark Lumber
in the month of

June, you will
receive an instant
rebate of $10.00
Valid 6/1/24 thru

6/29/24 only. 
Not redeemable 

 for cash.  
No prior purchase

adjustments.  
See store for details.

Trex® Composite Decking
Three tiers of decking products provide a comprehensive

range of durable yet low-maintenance options so that
every family and every budget can experience the warm

feeling of belonging.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

Composite deck boards
won't rot, warp, or

splinter. Backed by our
25-, 35- or 50-Year
Limited Warranty.

SUSTAINABLY
MANUFACTURED
Sustainably made in

the U.S.A. using
95% recycled plastic
film and reclaimed

sawdust.

EASY INSTALLATION
Use grooved-edge

boards with our Trex
Hideaway® Hidden

Fastening System for a
screw-free, premium

finish

LONG-LASTING
BEAUTY

On-trend colors
featuring refined

wood grains that add
beauty and luxury to
any outdoor space.

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm
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Special Trex
Decking Prices

Good Only During 
Trex Month

June 1 - 29, 2024



7-1/4” x 44T #D0744CD

Was $34.99    NOW  $2999

10” x 72T #D1072CD

Was $69.99    NOW  $5999

12” x 84T #D1284CD

Was $77.99    NOW  $6499

Diablo Trex Saw Blades
With a modified triple chip
tooth grind design, Perma-

SHIELD non-stick coating,
and specific   Hi-Density
carbide to deliver more

efficient and cleaner cuts
with no swirl marks, less

"gumming" of blade teeth
and longer cutting life.

Deck Stain Remover
Composite deck cleaner

removes tough stains
caused by mold, mildew,
algae, fungus and moss.

Gel formula allows
cleaning agents to remain

on vertical surfaces, such
as side rails, longer to

achieve the highest
effective contact time.

#8907792  32 oz.

Was $12.99  NOW $899

#8907800 56 oz. 

Was $18.99  NOW   $1399

Was $14.99  NOW
$1299

House & Deck Wash
#8706681. 68 oz. Non-

toxic solution that
removes dirt, grime
and surface mold &
mildew stains from

exterior surfaces. Ideal
for wood, composite

wood, stone, masonry,
concrete, stucco, vinyl,

aluminum and fabric.
Works on decks, patios,
fences, railings, shakes,

walkways, awnings
and patio furniture.

Your Choice White, Bronze or Black

Was $130.27    NOW  $11299  
LED Riser Light 4pk.
#181203, #181296, #181210. Installed into
step risers, riser lights are durable enough to
handle years of passing foot traffic.

Your Choice White, Bronze or Black

Was $69.48    NOW   $5999

LED Deck Rail Light
#181289, #181302, #181272 These indirect lights
reside directly on the rail post to illuminate the
beautiful deck below.

#CLIP50 50 sq.ft. $3990   #CLIP500 500 sq.ft. $29925

#CLIPSS Start/Stop clips 400 sq.ft. $3990

#BJC14PK   Trex Butt Joint Clips  14 pack $2500

Trex® Hideaway® Hidden Fastening System
For a flawless look across your entire deck, order Trex Hideaway®
Universal Hidden Fasteners. Install our grooved-edge deck boards
to joists with no visible screw heads on the walking surface, and
achieve precisely consistent spacing between boards. All Trex®
decking collections are compatible with this hidden installation
option, promising a clean finish no matter your design style.

Was $101.25   NOW  $9750

LED Recessed Deck Light
#181142. 4 pack. These subtle

dot lights install flush on the
deck boards or almost any

other material to efficiently
light the way. 

Was $89.17   NOW  $7699
Remote Dimmer

#062946. The ideal way to
turn simple illumination into a

perfect mood setter.  

Was $128.17   NOW  $9999
Transformer with Timer

#30WTRANS. 30W 2.5A.  A high-
tech power supply designed to
provide years of power to your

outdoor lighting projects.

Was $38.62   NOW  
$3310

6-Way Splitter 4pk
#181999. Featuring small but

durable plugs that simply
chain lighting together, this

system saves time, money
and the frustration of

troubleshooting. 6 ports that
all do the same thing -

connect your power source
to your lights. Simply link

these together with
Male/Male Light Hub wires

(sold separately).

Was $28.88   NOW  
$2499

Female/Female Adapter 6pk
#182132. Adaptors used to

extend a cable with Trex
LightHub connection system

for easy installation.
Deck Joist Tape

Self-adhering, cold-applied tape used as
flashing on deck ledger boards and joists

to help prevent moisture penetration
around properly installed fasteners.

Provides a non-corrosive barrier between
treated lumber and metal hangers. 

10x2-3/4” Captor Expoy Screws   

Was $14.75  NOW  $1199 Box/100
CXD87L Burgundy, CXD37L Gray, 
CXD34L Brown, CXD53L Dk Gray, 

CXD73L Java,  CXD54L Wrm Gray, CXD81L Cedar

10x2-3/4” Captor Expoy Screws   

Was $52.00  NOW  $3999 Box/350
CXD87T Burgundy, CXD37T Gray, 
CXD34T Brown, CXD53T Dk Gray, 

CXD73T Java,  CXD54T Wrm Gray, CXD81T Cedar

10x2-3/4” Captor Epoxy Screws  

Was $182.99  NOW  $16499 Box/1750
CXD37Q Gray, CXD34Q Brown, 

CXD53Q Dk Gray, CXD73Q  Java,  
CXD54Q Wrm Gray, CXD81Q Cedar

Specifically designed to provide a clean, smooth and uniform finish in composite and PVC decking. They
also work equally well in traditional composites. Cap-Tor® xd is approved for use with all major deck brands.

Fascia Tool #BDA155 Was $21.25  NOW $1699 

9x1-7/8” Captor Headcoat Stainless Steel Screws 

Was $29.99  NOW  $2399 Box/100

FST87L Burgundy, FST37L Gray, FST34L Brown, FST53L Dk
Gray, FST73L Java,  FST54L Wrm Gray, FST81L Cedar

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm
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A customized complement to modern
decking. Effortless style, exceptional

strength—that’s Trex Signature Railing.

Every deck deserves a signature. Through
the use of aluminum, mesh, rod, or glass

panels, you can add a contemporary
edge to any outdoor space. Got a great

view? Consider curving your rails to
mimic the sweeps of the garden below.

And entertainers, take note: wide,
beverage-ready cocktail railing may just

be the ideal choice for you.

In the final stages of building the
ultimate retreat, those last
decorative finishes seem like
minor details. But with so much
invested in this new dreamscape,
the last thing anyone wants is to
turn finishing touches into lasting
regrets.  Trex has created the
definitive solution in Trex Fascia, &
riser boards to match our decking.

Trex Fascia & Riser
Boards

Railing

Was $199.99  NOW  $18900

7-1/4” Worm Drive SKILSAW®
#MAG77LT.  Weighs in at 13.2 lbs.,

the lightest worm drive saw on
the market. The world's 

best cutting tool. 15 amps of
power to rip through more

lumber in less time. Includes
“Impact-resistant” carbide blade.  

  ★
 C

EL
EB

RATING OUR CENTENNIAL & BEYOND ★       MEAD CLARK LUMBER - YOUR LOCAL LUMBERYARD SI
NC

E 1
91

2

112
YEARS

★
100% LOCAL

#181982 5’  4pk  Was $36.50   NOW  $3133

#181975 10’  4pk  Was $58.52   NOW  $5016

#181968 20’  4pk Was $60.24   NOW  $5623 

#182026 40’  2pk Was $63.50   NOW  $5499

#182033 60’  1pk Was $44.65   NOW  $3899

Male Extension Wire
Oriented for polarity and made from high quality silver-coated

copper in a direct bury sheath, this wire is perfect for outdoor use.
Ditch the hassle of stripping wires, struggling with messy gel filled

wire nuts and lights going out due to lost connections. The Light
Hub system is as simple as plugging in a lamp.

2”x50’  #2PSBUTYL
$1909

4”x50’  #4PSBUTYL
$3842

6”x50’  #6PSBUTYL
$5749

9”x50’  #9PSBUTYL
$8628
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